One Round Tournament Format
Sample Tournament Schedule:
12:00pm
Player online registration closes
Event director finalizes organizing scorecards by division
12:15pm
Event director distributes free discs to players pre-registered prior to the deadline.
12:30pm
Throwing Technique Clinic
1:00pm
Player’s Meeting
1:15pm
Start of Round
3:00pm
Awards and Acknowledgements
Soon After
Event director submits a TD report to DGU via email
Players’ award voucher gift cards will be emailed to them
Registration
All players must pre-register for the event by going through the Amateur Disc Golf website at
www.AmateurDiscGolf.org. There is a button on the homepage titled “Player Registration.” This will
lead players to the DGU event sign up page. All players must create an account in order to register
and redeem potential prize awards. Registration can be open as long as the event director chooses
prior to the start of the throwing clinic.
All of the players who pre-register before or on the Sunday prior to the tournament will receive a
free disc. Players will be able to choose from a variety of molds and weights. The discs will be
distributed to players’ before the throwing clinic.
Throwing Technique Clinic
Event directors will lead a throwing technique clinic focusing on a particular feature of the sport
such as putting, approach shots or driving. Every clinic will include a discussion about disc
selection, grip and various techniques and should run 15 to 30 minutes in length. There is a
document titled “Throwing Technique Clinic Format” on the ADG website under the Documents
section.
Player’s Meeting
The event director will explain the basic rules of the game. An outline of the rules are in the
Document section of the ADG website titled “Basic Guidelines for Tournament Play.” It is important
to go over the very basic rules of the game because there will most likely be a number of novice
players and some people playing in their first tournament.
Hole Assignment and Scorecard Distribution
The player’s meeting will conclude by players being assigned to their designated starting holes.
Directors should use a shotgun start, which should occur 2 minutes after the group furthest from
the players’ meeting area has reached their hole.
Awards and Acknowledgements
The event director will inform the field of the winners in each division. They are encouraged to let
the field know about the next ADG event and to promote other upcoming events in the area.

